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this is a teentitans chat room they just start tlking when somthing happens they switch places. FUNNY
READ PLEASE comment please
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1 - messup

Nightwing has entered the room

Cyborg3000 has entered the room

darkgoth has entered the room



cute star has entered the room

party animal has entered the room

nightwing-star u there

cute star- what is it im typing on



nightwing- there called keys

cutestar- I thought those were to doors

partyanimal-no no no star lol those r different



darkgoth- yeah u type on these this is the only way I ll let u in my room

partyanimal � hey raven want to hear a joke 

darkgoth- no



partyanimal- oh come it�s a good one

darkgoth-no no and no

party animal- it all started with this cat&.

*the computers go black*



Little did the titans know was gizmo got in to the system and switch every body around so starfire is
raven and raven is starfire and beast boy is robin and cyborg is beastboy and robin is cyborg. Ok back to
the chat room





2 - confuse

Darkgoth-friend are u alright

Cutestar- just leave me alone and what happen to my computer

Nightwing-dudes what happen



Cyborg3000- can u fix it cyborg

Partyaninal- ill check my computers

Cyborg3000- no I asked cyborg



Partyanimal � I am cyborg

Cutestar-no idiot we mean cyborg

Partyanimal- for the last time I AM CYBORG!!!

Cutestar- then y is your name party animal



Partyanimal- I don�t know star

Cutestar- im not star u doofus

Partyanimal- then y is your name cute star



Cyborg3000- starfire u don�t say that language

Darkgoth- I didn�t say anything

Cyborg3000- no not u raven

Darkgoth- im not raven



Cyborg-ok everybody say your name

Darkgoth- I am friend starfire

Cutestar- i am raven



Nightwing- I am beastboy

Partyanimal- CYBORG!!!

Cyborg3000- and im robin wtf
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